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ABSTRACT. Governance of social-ecological systems (SES) involves multiple stakeholders with different perspectives on the system
and associated problems, and different ways to value and use the system. This has implications for decision making because this diversity
of interests and framings may cause conflicts between stakeholders and/or marginalization of certain groups. In general, the literature
agrees that strategically considered stakeholder participation is key to well-informed and legitimate SES governance and to alleviate
differences and conflicts between stakeholders. Because SES represent uncertain, complex governance contexts, methodologies that
address complexity and future uncertainty are needed. In this regard, participatory scenario planning is widely regarded as a useful
tool. However, little explicit analysis exists about its role in framing. We therefore analyzed two scenario-guided policy formulation
cases to assess how and to what extent it contributes to system and problem framing. We developed an analytical framework building
on critical systems and resilience scholarship: the questions of “resilience of what, to what, for whom and over what timeframe?” are
important framing dimensions. As such, we used them as the basis for our framework. We analyzed two scenario-guided policy
formulation processes in East Africa, facilitated by the CGIAR’s Research Program on Climate Change, Agriculture and Food Security.
We found that participatory scenario planning significantly contributes to system and problem framing and can add to efficacy,
legitimacy, and analytical rigor of planning processes through involving a diverse range of stakeholders in strategic dialogues about
futures. Our results also highlight its potential to make the political dimension of policy and broader SES governance processes more
explicitly visible by addressing the “for whom?” dimension. We recommend designing novel participatory scenario approaches that
explicitly use insights from critical system theory, incorporating questions of who decides how the system and problems are framed,
who should benefit, and whose knowledge is used.
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INTRODUCTION
Berkes and Folke (1998) developed the concept of socialecological systems (SES) as an analytical framework for the study
of the linkages between ecosystems on the one hand and human
systems and institutions on the other. In this framing, the
governance of these SES typically involves multiple groups of
actors (Folke 2006, Lebel et al. 2006, Ostrom 2009, Berkes 2017),
who can be considered part of the SES themselves (Ostrom 2009).
Natural resources within such an SES are used by different actors
(Ostrom 2009, 2011), to different ends (MEA 2005, Ostrom 2009),
in interconnected ways (Berkes 2003, Folke 2007), and across
levels (Gibbons 1999, Cash et al. 2006, Cumming et al. 2006, Folke
2007, Vervoort et al. 2012a, Tendall et al. 2015). Unavoidably,
these actor groups often differ in terms of their perspectives on,
understandings of, and uses of an SES (Dewulf et al. 2004, Ash
et al. 2010, Brugnach and Ingram 2012, Herrera 2017, Helfgott
2018). This may lead to differences in what and who they consider
part of the system. As a consequence, certain groups of actors
may perceive something as a problem, whereas others do not. In
other words, different groups of actors oftentimes frame the SES
in different ways and define the system’s boundaries differently
(Midgley 1992, Ulrich 1996, Midgley et al. 1998, Helfgott 2018);
as a consequence, they also define system properties such as the
system’s resilience differently: resilience “of what, to what, for
whom, and over what timeframe” may be defined differently by
different actors (Carpenter et al. 2001, Helfgott 2018). Moreover,
they tend to frame the problems arising in the SES differently as
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well (Brugnach et al. 2008, Dewulf and Bouwen 2012, Giordano
et al. 2017). This has implications for decision making because
this diversity of interests and framings may lead to conflicts
between actor groups (Shepherd and Bowler 1997, Dewulf et al.
2009). Another potential consequence of these differences is
marginalization of certain actor groups because powerful actors
can define the boundaries of the system under consideration in
such a way that other actors are not considered part of the system
(Midgley et al. 1998).
We argue that participatory scenario planning is a useful foresight
tool for decision making in complex SES and can therefore help
accommodate such differences in system and problem framings
and resulting conflicts, and thereby enhance governance processes
in SES. Different scholars state that participatory scenario
planning can contribute to more sound decision making through
deliberative consultation of diverse stakeholders, as well as
through facilitating the framing and re-framing of an SES, the
problems it faces, and potential solutions (Patel et al. 2007, Garb
et al. 2008, Pulver and VanDeveer 2009). Stakeholder
participation, in a more general sense, is often presented as a way
to accommodate differences between actor perspectives and
framings (Whyte 1991, Dryzek 2000, Dewulf et al. 2005, Mostert
et al. 2007), as well as improve legitimacy (Stirling 1999) and make
the decision-making process more democratic (Glucker et al.
2013), i.e. respecting and bringing together the different values
and understandings in society. Furthermore, some scholars claim
that stakeholder participation can improve efficacy of decision
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making (Stirling 1999) and that it can be instrumental in helping
to resolve conflicts through public deliberation (Shepherd and
Bowler 1997, Glucker et al. 2013) and social learning (Mostert et
al. 2007). In addition, as Stirling (1999) argued, it can play a
significant role in contributing to the analytical rigor of decision
making. Put differently, stakeholder participation can help to
include as much relevant information as possible to make the bestinformed decision possible (O’Faircheallaigh 2010), or to
contribute to the substantive quality of the decision-making
process (Mostert et al. 2007, Glucker et al. 2013).
Thus, in general, the literature agrees that stakeholder
participation is key to efficacious, legitimate, and well-informed
SES governance. However, we argue that in light of long-term
future uncertainty, participation in itself is not sufficient.
Governance of SES involves decision making that typically ought
to have an effect on, and be affected by, uncertain futures. Hence,
there is a need for methodologies that interrogate and challenge
stakeholders’ ideas and assumptions about the present and the
future (Wilkinson and Eidinow 2008), in other words,
methodologies that foster a framing of the system and its
problems under consideration that is cognizant of long-term
uncertainty.
Participatory scenario planning is widely regarded as a useful tool
for decision making in uncertain contexts, such as SES (Peterson
et al. 2003, Wilkinson and Eidinow 2008, Oteros-Rozas et al. 2015,
Wiebe et al. 2018). It offers an appropriate and effective way to
assess proposed policies and strategies for governing SES in terms
of their feasibility and robustness in the longer term, through
“stress-testing” them against challenging futures or scenarios
(Fahey and Randall 1998, Schoemaker et al. 2013, Wiebe et al.
2018). Scenarios, in this regard, can be (ideally) defined as diverse
and internally consistent descriptions of plausible futures that
might unfold, describing contextual conditions with relevance to
a certain decision-making question and to specific actors,
connecting both scientific information and different actor
perspectives (Wack 1985a, b, Schwartz 1991, van der Heijden
1996, van Notten et al. 2003, Bohensky et al. 2006, Kok et al.
2006, Ramírez and Selin 2014).
Moreover, participatory scenario planning can potentially help
to understand, or at least acknowledge, the complexities that
continuously arise in SES and governance thereof (Lord et al.
2016). Furthermore, it has the potential to facilitate discussion
and to expose conflicts between actors (Oteros-Rozas et al. 2015).
In addition, psychological research reveals that people focusing
on certain issues typically tend to miss key signals from the area
outside the focus, the periphery (Schoemaker 1993, Schoemaker
et al. 2013). People naturally tend to reason about the future based
on experiences in the present and the recent past. This is, however,
often highly misleading when planning for the future, especially
when discontinuities such as new technologies occur. Scenarios
have the potential to make people more aware of developments
and trends outside of their immediate focus and in the periphery,
and to make them more sensitive to weak signals, i.e., “seemingly
random or disconnected pieces of information that at first appear
to be background noise but which can be recognized as part of a
larger pattern when viewed through a different frame or by
connecting it with other pieces of information” (Schoemaker et

al. 2013:815). In this way, scenarios can stimulate people to
critically examine and re-think their assumptions about the past,
present, and future (Wack 1985a, b, Schwartz 1991, Schoemaker
1993, van der Heijden 1996, van Notten et al. 2003, Ramírez and
Selin 2014).
Participatory scenario planning has the potential to contribute
to better information input by incorporating a wide range of
viewpoints from different stakeholders into the process.
Moreover, it can help stakeholders to filter, integrate, interpret,
and make sense of the multitude of signals in the periphery
(Schoemaker et al. 2013). And it also has the potential to help rethink and reframe “taboos” in policy contexts, thereby
introducing them into the discussion (Schoemaker and Tetlock
2012). Therefore, it is thought that participatory scenario
planning can help to frame the system and problems it faces in a
more comprehensive manner, by broadening the scope of what
to consider, thereby fostering a better system understanding.
We define system framing as determining system boundaries, to
what and who are considered part of the system under
consideration. These boundaries are defined in terms of both
biophysical and social aspects, including which actors are
considered decision makers and stakeholders (Churchman 1970,
Ulrich 1994). In this regard, critical systems theory is relevant
because it provides a critical perspective on and approach to
complex systems theory. It poses such questions as which
boundaries are or might be used when analyzing a system and
their implications for intervention (Midgley et al. 1998), and what
to include or exclude in processes of decision making, as well as
how the system under consideration is defined. What is considered
an improvement in the system depends on how system boundaries
are defined. In general, crucial trade-offs exist between practical
action and what to include within the boundaries of the system
(Midgley et al. 1998).
Moreover, we define problem framing as understandings and
representations of problems or issues, which may differ depending
on actors’ perspectives. These differences in issue framing play a
role in conversations for change (such as participatory scenario
planning processes for SES governance). Dewulf and Bouwen
(2012) introduced the interactional approach to issue framing;
people seek to comprehend complex situations and make sense
of ambiguous issues in an interactional way, for themselves and
also for others. Through deliberation and negotiation, situations
are characterized as problems, the causes of these problems are
discussed, and the responsible actors identified (Dewulf et al.
2009).
All in all, there is a general sense when surveying the literature
that scenarios add to appropriate system and problem framing.
Existing work on participatory scenario planning describes how
it may contribute to processes related to framing in more general
terms. In addition, different scholars have published on the role
of framing processes in participatory policy processes (e.g., Smith
and Stirling 2010, Adger et al. 2011, Brugnach et al. 2011, Dewulf
and Bouwen 2012). However, we still lack understanding on how
exactly participatory scenario planning contributes to system and
problem framing in practice. No concrete analyses of empirical
cases on the actual contribution of participatory scenario
planning to system and problem framing have been conducted
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yet. Therefore, our objective is to analyze how and to what extent
participatory scenario planning contributes to system and
problem framing in policy formulation processes for governance
of SES. To this end, we aim to unpack the link between
participatory scenario planning and framing, and to provide
empirical evidence for this. We focus on changes in framing that
may lead to improved policies for SES governance, for instance
through broadening the definition of the system, consideration
of perspectives of all stakeholders, or by considering multiple
problem perceptions. To address our main objective, we analyze
two cases in which participatory scenario planning was employed
to guide policy formulation processes, which we regard an
important component of SES governance. More specifically,
participatory scenario planning was used to guide policy
formulation. We regard the policy formulation phase as a key
phase of SES governance because this is the phase devoted to
generating options for addressing public problems (Turnpenny et
al. 2015). These cases took place in Tanzania and Rwanda, both
located in the Lake Victoria basin area in East Africa. Both cases
were initiated by the CGIAR’s Research Program on Climate
Change, Agriculture and Food Security (CCAFS) in
collaboration with national governments and focused on policies
on agriculture, other forms of land use, and the environment.
Climate Change, Agriculture and Food Security has a decadelong experience in science-policy engagement processes in the
Global South, based on existing networks and relationships
(Dinesh et al. 2018). The CCAFS Scenarios Project has been an
integral part of the program, with successful participatory
scenario processes employed across six global regions
(Chaudhury et al. 2013, Vermeulen et al. 2013, Vervoort et al.
2014, Palazzo et al. 2017, Wiebe et al. 2018). Typically, these
scenario processes are building on existing policy development
processes, which allows for more effectiveness and greater leverage
(Vermeulen and Campbell 2015, Dinesh et al. 2018).
ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
We aim to analyze the role of participatory scenario planning
(our independent variable) in system and problem framing (our
dependent variable) in policy formulation processes, which
ultimately influences the governance of SES. For this analysis, we
build on work on the resilience of SES and on critical systems
theory, which provides a comprehensive and useful perspective
on system framing and problem framing (Carpenter et al. 2001,
Helfgott 2018). Carpenter et al. (2001) argued that to understand
resilience, it is important to ask two questions: resilience of what,
and to what? Building on this, a number of scholars formulated
a couple of additional questions arguing that it is important to
also ask on what timeframe resilience is defined, and for whom
(Lebel et al. 2006, Cretney 2014, Herrera 2017, Helfgott 2018,
Meerow and Newell 2019). We use these four questions as
dimensions to operationalize system and problem framing, as
shown in Table 1. It is important to note that we do not attempt
to address system resilience, but rather use the frameworks
developed by the aforementioned scholars as a basis for our
analytical framework.
We regard the questions “of what?,” “to what?,” “for whom?,”
and “over what timeframe?” as important framing dimensions in
the participatory scenario planning process. Using these
dimensions, we can analyze how actors define the system of focus

and how this may change in the future (of what?), which current
and future disturbances it faces and should therefore be addressed
in the policy (to what?), who are defined as the actors involved in
the process and are supposed to benefit from it (for whom?) and,
importantly, the dimension of time (over what timeframe?), which
can be regarded as a cross-cutting dimension, i.e., each of the
other three dimensions may change with time. We consider these
four questions as operationalizations of system and problem
framing. It is important to note that system and problem framing
prove to be hard to separate in practice because both are subject
to interpretation by different actors due to different boundary
judgements. Therefore, we consider all four dimensions to be
relevant for both system and problem framing. As such, these four
dimensions represent the dependent variable of interest.
Per dimension, we formulated a set of guiding questions, based
on different literatures. For the dimension ‘of what,’ we identified
Ostrom’s SES framework (2009) as particularly useful. Ostrom
defined an SES as consisting of four subsystems: the resource
system, resource units, the governance system, and the users or
actors. These different subsystems interact with each other.
Examples of resource systems are forests, agricultural systems,
lakes and marine systems, and protected terrestrial parks.
Resource units can be trees, wildlife, crops, fish, etc. In Ostrom’s
framework, governance systems typically consist of a government
and other managing organizations. And finally, users are all actors
that use the resource system in diverse ways for commercial
purposes, food production, cultural purposes, recreation, and so
forth. This led to a set of guiding questions displayed in Table 1
(questions 1-3).
For the dimension ‘to what,’ Biggs et al. (2012) stated that SES
face both unexpected shocks and disturbances (on a short
timescale) and slower on-going change on the longer term. This
has led us to formulate questions regarding disturbances on
different timescales (Table 1, questions 4-5). Furthermore,
because scenarios allow for an exploration and investigation of
contextual conditions for specific policies, they can bring in
drivers operating at different levels, from the local to the global
level (Wiebe et al. 2018; Table 1, question 6). In addition, we argue,
scenarios can articulate both changing external drivers and
internal processes in an SES, both of which are key when looking
at SES dynamics (Adger 2000, Folke et al. 2010; Table 1, question
7). Also, because the future is shaped by an interplay of drivers
such as climate, technological, socioeconomic, and political
change, it is key to consider these different drivers (Maier et al.
2016; Table 1, question 8).
For the ‘for whom’ dimension, we build on Stirling’s (1999)
participation framework. First, it is important to ask the question
which stakeholders are involved in the policy process (Table 1,
question 9). Second, the questions “who is supposed to benefit
from the policy,” and “who is affected,” are key in our analysis
(legitimacy in Stirling’s framework; Table 1, questions 10-11).
Third, we focus on who is contributing to the policy process in
terms of knowledge and experience (analytical rigor in Stirling’s
framework; Table 1, question 12). It is important to remark that
typically the goal in participatory scenario processes is to involve
all stakeholders that are affected and/or supposed to benefit from
the process.
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Table 1. Analytical framework.
Dimension

Guiding questions

Of what?

1. What comprises the resource system, the ecosystems?
2. What comprises the governance system?
3. What are considered resource units?
--Based on Ostrom 2009
4. Which shocks and disturbances to the system on a short time scale are considered?
5. Which longer-term changes and developments impacting the system are considered?
6. Are drivers on different levels (local, national, regional, global) considered?
7. Which external drivers and internal processes are considered (exogenous and endogenous drivers)?
8. What different drivers, such as climate, technological, socioeconomic, and political change are considered?
--Based on Adger 2000, Folke et al. 2010, Biggs et al. 2012, Walker et al. 2012, Maier et al. 2016, and Wiebe et al. 2018
9. Who are governing/making decisions? Who are involved in the policy process (efficacy)?
10. Who are supposed to benefit from the policy?
11. Who are affected/influenced by the policy (legitimacy)?
12. Who contribute to the process in terms of knowledge and experience (analytical rigour)?
--Based on Stirling (1999)
13. What is the time horizon of the policy?
14. Are different time scales considered (processes taking place on different time scales)?
15. Are fast and slow variables considered?
--Based on Biggs et al. 2012, Vervoort et al. 2012, Walker et al. 2012, and Helfgott 2018

To what?

For whom?

Over what timeframe?

Last, for the time dimension, we follow Helfgott (2018) in looking
at the time horizon of the policy (Table 1, question 13). This is
important because the timeframe determines which drivers and
disturbances are considered in the policy and which actions are
proposed to tackle problems caused by these drivers. Key guiding
questions for this dimension focus on the timeframe itself
(Helfgott 2018), different time scales (Biggs et al. 2012, Vervoort
et al. 2012a; Table 1, question 14) and on the consideration of
both ‘fast’ and ‘slow’ variables in SES; here, fast variables are often
variables of prime concern to users, such as crop production, and
slow variables refer to generally slower, underlying variables, such
as the amount of soil organic matter, which determines crop
production to a large degree (Walker et al. 2012; Table 1, question
15).
Answering these descriptive questions for both the situations
before and after the participatory scenario planning process, we
can analyze the difference, and thus determine its contribution to
system and problem framing.
METHODS
To address our research objective, we analyzed two cases in East
Africa in which the participatory scenario planning process of
CGIAR’s Climate Change, Agriculture and Food Security
program was applied. This is a type of science-policy engagement
process that is part of a long-running program building on existing
networks (Chaudhury et al. 2013, Vervoort et al. 2014, Palazzo
et al. 2017, Dinesh et al. 2018). Similar scenario-supported policy
guidance processes are conducted in the CCAFS program, always
focusing on the use of scenarios to evaluate and improve specific
policies and strategies. We chose to focus on two cases of scenarioguided policy formulation facilitated by the Scenarios Project of
CCAFS, in Rwanda and Tanzania. Both cases were similar in
terms of project context, geographical context, and both
processes followed the scenarios methodology developed within
CCAFS (Vervoort et al. 2014). The two processes differed in terms
of the specific policy theme and country-specific governance
conditions. In our analysis, we do not focus on these country-

specific conditions because differences between the two case study
countries make assessing and comparing the impact of the
participatory scenario process on the final policy and
implementation thereof difficult, if not impossible. In Rwanda,
the Livestock Master Plan (LMP) was reviewed (Kiker et al.
2020). The scenario-guided review process was organized by the
CCAFS Scenarios Project, the Livestock Systems Innovation Lab
(LSIL) at the university of Florida, and the International
Livestock Research Institute (ILRI). The LMP was developed by
researchers at ILRI with input from experts and policymakers at
the Rwandan Ministry of Agriculture and Animal Resources
(MINAGRI) and Rwanda Agriculture Board (RAB) of The
Republic of Rwanda, as well as other Rwandan livestock experts,
under auspices of the Rwandan Minister of Agriculture. Its
overall objective is to “meet the Rwandan national development
objective of improving food and nutrition security” (ILRI and
MINAGRI 2017:3). The development of the LMP was funded
by the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO). In Tanzania, the National Environmental Policy (United
Republic of Tanzania 2014) was reviewed (Muchunguzi et al.
2015). The review process was organized by the CCAFS Scenarios
Project and the International Institute of Tropical Agriculture
(IITA), in close collaboration with Tanzania’s Vice President’s
Office. The National Environmental Policy was the product of
close consultation and partnership between the Vice President’s
Office (the governmental body responsible for the policy) and
other stakeholders, including private sector actors, civil society,
and environmental NGOs. The 2014 policy was the product of
an extensive review of the first version developed in 1997,
considering concurrent trends and emerging environmental
challenges. The policy’s overall vision is to contribute to “the
sustainable management of the environment and rational
exploitation of natural resources providing desired ecosystem
services and a balanced and equitable development” (United
Republic of Tanzania 2014:7). Workshop participants included
representatives of the ministry responsible for the policy,
researchers, and other stakeholders. In the Rwanda case, the LSIL
team of the University of Florida and ILRI (with connections in
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Table 2. Case study characteristics.
Case

Rwanda

Tanzania

Description

Scenario-guided review of the Livestock Master Plan (LMP),
organized by Climate Change, Agriculture and Food Security
(CCAFS) and the University of Florida. The LMP was
prepared by the International Livestock Research Institute
(ILRI), with input from the Ministry of Agriculture and
Animal Resources and Rwanda Agriculture Board of The
Republic of Rwanda, and other Rwandan livestock experts. The
study was funded by the United Nations Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO). Carried out in September 2019.
Government representatives, researchers; private sector actors
(industry associations); NGO (Vétérinaires Sans Frontières).

Scenario-guided review of the first draft revision of the
1997 National Environmental Policy formulated in 2014.
Organized by CCAFS in collaboration with the Tanzanian
Vice-President’s Office, the governmental body responsible
for the policy. Carried out in February 2015.

Participants

Documents analyzed

Rwanda Livestock Master Plan (ILRI and MINAGRI 2017);
Workshop Report: Scenario-guided review of the Rwanda
Livestock Master Plan (Kiker et al. 2020).

Rwanda), in consultation with the Rwandan Ministry of
Agriculture, selected and invited participants for the scenarioguided review process. In the Tanzania case, the participants were
selected and invited by researchers at IITA, who have connections
in the East-African region, including in Tanzania, in consultation
with the Vice President’s Office. Table 2 gives an overview of the
main characteristics of the two cases.
In both cases, a two-day workshop was organized in collaboration
with the governmental body responsible for the policy under
consideration. The workshops followed a similar procedure. They
both started with an initial review of the old or current version
of the policy under review. The policy under review was
subdivided into four (in the Rwanda case) or five (in the Tanzania
case) parts, which were then critically examined by breakout
groups consisting of a mix of participants; each so-called ‘policy
breakout group’ consisted of participants representing different
actor groups. Participants asked themselves what was missing in
the policy document (e.g., subsectors, threats to the system, etc.)
and what could be improved, and documented this. This way,
participants’ system and problem framings before the scenario
process were captured before the scenario process was initiated:
a useful step to help distinguish the difference between the general
bringing together of stakeholders and the impacts of the scenario
analysis.
After the initial analysis of the policy document, four new groups
were formed. Each of these new groups consisted of participants
from all policy breakout groups and a healthy mix of different
stakeholders groups. The groups developed a country-specific
future scenario, each describing a different plausible future. In
both the Rwandan and the Tanzanian case, these adapted
scenarios were based on a previously developed set of four
scenarios describing futures for the region of East Africa,
developed during a range of sessions attended by stakeholders
from Ethiopia, Kenya, Tanzania, Burundi, Rwanda, and Uganda,
from different backgrounds but with a shared interest in food
security, environments, and livelihoods (Vervoort et al. 2013). This
scenario set was based on two structuring drivers, describing the

Government representatives from the Vice-President’s
Office and various other ministries (focusing on
agriculture and food security, livestock and fisheries,
natural resources and tourism, water, health, transport,
education); researchers.
First Draft Revised National Environmental Policy
(United Republic of Tanzania 2014); Scenario-guided
policy development in Tanzania in the context of climate
change: a review of the National Environmental Policy
(Muchunguzi et al. 2015).

degree of political and economic regional integration in East
Africa, and whether the mode of governance will be primarily
characterized by a reactive or proactive stance among
governments, the private sector, and civil society when it came to
agriculture, food security, and climate change (Chaudhury et al.
2013, Vervoort et al. 2013, 2014). The CCAS East Africa scenario
set is described in more detail in Appendix 1. The country-specific
scenarios were developed in three steps. First, after one of the
four different East Africa scenarios was assigned to the different
groups, each group immersed themselves in their specific scenario,
and group participants individually wrote down thoughts as to
what the scenario would mean for their specific country and the
scope of the policy for the coming decades. During this step, they
primarily focused on broader, contextual developments, such as
political and institutional developments, socioeconomic and
demographic developments, developments in culture, norms, and
values, technological and scientific developments, and
developments related to natural resources and ecology. Then, they
discussed their ideas with the other group members, building a
coherent scenario for their country. Thereafter, they added more
detail to the scenario narrative, incorporating elements with
specific relevance to the policy under review.
After this, these national-level scenarios were used to review the
policy, to assess its feasibility and robustness under diverse and
challenging future contexts, and to identify blind spots in the
policy. This was done by having each group of participants who
had adapted one of the four scenarios, analyze the plan or policy
from that scenario perspective. Subsequently, participants
formulated recommendations to improve the policy based on the
scenario-guided review. Participants’ system and problem
framings after the scenario process were captured in scenario
descriptions, in which additional system elements and drivers they
identified were articulated.
To shed light on the question central to this research, we
conducted a qualitative content analysis of the system and
problem framings in the initial policy documents and the
workshop results, both the “raw’ results, i.e., workshop notes, and
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the workshop reports. This way, we analyzed these framings
before, in the initial policy, and after the participatory scenario
planning process, in the scenarios themselves. Table 2 gives an
overview of the documents we analyzed. We used the questions
in our analytical framework to structure the analysis; these
questions served as codes for a deductive content analysis.
Results of the analysis of the two cases are presented. We would
like to point out that the first author was involved in both cases
as a workshop facilitator. The facilitation of the participatory
scenario planning process was aimed at helping participants
frame the system and problems under consideration and helping
them conceptualize and frame different future scenarios. In doing
so, the researcher encouraged participants to actively think about
how they perceive the system of focus and related problems. It
should, however, be noted that the researcher did not interfere
with the content of participants’ framings and conceptualizations.
RESULTS
Overall, we observe that, in both cases, participatory scenario
planning had a significant effect on the framing of the systems in
question, as well as on associated problems. However, the extent
to which it contributed to system and problem framing highly
depends on the initial framing in the policy. An overview of the
results of our analysis is provided in Table 3.
Dimension 1: of what?
In both cases, we observed that participatory scenario planning
contributed to a substantial broadening of the framing “of what”
comprises the system in the case of a narrowly defined sector plan.
In the Rwandan case, the original Livestock Master Plan (LMP)
has a narrow focus on the livestock system in Rwanda and frames
it primarily in economic terms, for example:
If the proposed investments—of about USD 287 million
over the 5-year LMP period—47% from the public sector
and 53% from private sector investors—were successfully
implemented, the resulting further modernization of the
sector has the potential to have a substantial positively
impact on livestock keepers by increasing their incomes
and the food and nutritional security of their households
(ILRI and MINAGRI 2017:1).
The participatory scenario planning process helped to open up
the scope to a large extent. It helped to reframe the livestock sector
as embedded within a wider economic system, including the role
of international trade, the role of values, and agency and active
role of non-governmental actors in the livestock sector, especially
entrepreneurs, as illustrated by this passage from the scenarios in
the workshop report:
The economies became diversified with lots of
specialized niches for all sorts of businesses [...] The
entrepreneur is king and also created lots of jobs (Kiker
et al. 2020:11).
This raised questions regarding the sector as malleable by the
government and the role of the government in general, as some
scenarios showed the possibility of a much more limited role of
the government, for example:
The governments then took a backstep and trusted selfregulatory mechanisms within industries (Kiker et al.
2020:11).

In the case of the Tanzanian New Environmental Policy (NEP),
the participatory scenario planning process contributed to
reframing of the system the policy focused on to a much lesser
extent. This can be attributed to the broader initial framing of
the NEP, which covers a wide range of topics, including different
land-use sectors, such as agriculture, fisheries, and mining; human
settlements; road and sanitation infrastructure; energy, tourism,
and the impacts on ecosystems; and the environment in general
(United Republic of Tanzania 2014). It prompted, however, a
consideration of power dynamics between actors involved in the
SES, with certain scenarios highlighting power dynamics between
actors, and consideration of coordination across different landuse sectors, as exemplified in this quote from one of the Tanzania
scenarios:
Food security has increased over the years as a result of
economic growth, strategic planning, and multisectoral
collaboration, between government and private sector
actors across sectors and civil society (Muchunguzi et
al. 2015:40).
Furthermore, it pointed to the possibility of an inactive
government, i.e., “ineffective governance systems with inaction
of the government and lack of effective decentralizations”
(Muchunguzi et al. 2015:28), poor policy implementation, i.e.,
“environmental policy implementation has no ownership”
(Muchunguzi et al. 2015:32), and a lack of governmental capacity
at all levels, i.e., “the government lacks, at all levels, continuity in
planning and implementation” (Muchunguzi et al. 2015:28).
Dimension 2: to what?
A similar pattern was observed when it came to the contribution
of participatory scenario planning to the framing of the question
‘to what?’; broadly speaking the endogenous and exogenous
drivers impacting the focus system. In the case of the Rwandan
LMP, the initial focus was on sector-specific issues and challenges,
such as feed availability, animal health, animal breeds, and
marketing of livestock products (ILRI and MINAGRI 2017). In
fact, the LMP framed the key challenge in a rather technocratic
way, as the “meat consumption gap” and described strategies to
ensure Rwandans will increase their consumption of animal
products. The participatory scenario planning process helped to
open up this initial framing by taking into consideration a broad
range of short-term and longer-term external drivers impacting
the sector. This included socioeconomic, technological, political,
and cultural short-term shocks, such as protests and uprisings in
response to land grabbing and volatility of food prices, as well as
longer-term developments (e.g., effects of laissez-faire capitalism
and unsustainable land use), along with natural disturbances such
as disease outbreaks and climatic shocks. It also helped to broaden
the geographical scope, from predominantly focusing on local and
national-level drivers, such as domestic market dynamics, to the
consideration of East-African-level and global drivers impacting
the system, such as global market forces and international
political tensions:
This need has led to easier internal and external mobility/
movements with a general intolerance for inefficiencies
and corruption which slow business development and limit
regional competitiveness with other emerging regions
(southern Africa, Southeast Asia) (Kiker et al. 2020:10).
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Table 3. Results.
Dimension

Rwanda Livestock Master Plan (LMP)

Of what?

In the initial policy (before):
Narrowly framed resource system (livestock sector).

To what?

For whom?

Over what
timeframe?

Tanzania National Environmental Policy (NEP)

In the initial policy (before):
Resource system framed broadly in policy; Governance system
broadly framed in policy.
In the scenarios (after):
In the scenarios (after):
The scenario process helped to frame the livestock system of
We did not observe significantly broader framing of the resource
Rwanda as embedded in a broader economic system; it also
system as a consequence of participatory scenario planning
significantly broadened framing of governance system; more
process; The participatory scenario planning process added
actor groups were included as part of the governance system.
elements of dynamics within the governance systems.
Change in framing:
Change in framing:
Participatory scenario planning significantly broadened the
We observed a less significant broadening, which can be
framing, from both narrowly defined resource system and
attributed to the broad and system-focused nature of the NEP.
governance system, to a perspective of the system as part of a
Nevertheless, the participatory scenario planning process pointed
larger economic system.
toward aspects that were not part of the original NEP.
In the initial policy (before):
In the initial policy (before):
Livestock specific issues and current challenges within the sector. The original policy was cognizant of drivers at multiple levels.
In the scenarios (after):
In the scenarios (after):
The scenario process prompted consideration of external shocks The scenario process prompted consideration of several
and longer-term external developments impacting the sector.
additional drivers.
Change in framing:
Change in framing:
The participatory scenario planning process helped to move from The participatory scenario planning process broadened the scope
sector-specific issues and challenges to a range of external drivers of shocks and longer-term developments. However, the original
impacting the sector, and broadening the spatial/geographical
framing in the policy was already broad, taking into account
and temporal (longer-term) scope. This marked a significant
“current and potential future environmental challenges that may
shift.
evolve over time.”
In the initial policy (before):
In the initial policy (before):
The original policy had a primarily government-centered
The original policy points out the importance of multiperspective.
stakeholder partnerships.
In the scenarios (after):
In the scenarios (after):
The scenario process helped to frame the policy’s objectives in a
The scenario process introduced the possibility of a government
slightly more inclusive way.
acting in opposite ways; being inactive or even gagging civil
society. It also prompted the importance of involving the private
sector in solving certain environmental problems, as well as civil
society, which can act as “insurance” against government
corruption, etc.
Change in framing:
Change in framing:
Participatory scenario planning helped to frame the question for Participatory scenario planning prompted a consideration of the
whom the LMP should be beneficial in a more inclusive way,
opposite: several scenarios drew attention to the possibility of a
from government-focused to emphasizing entrepreneurs’
more authoritarian governmental attitude, with much less or no
autonomy and consideration of citizens’ concerns.
stakeholder participation.
In the initial policy (before):
In the initial policy (before):
The timeframe in the initial policy was from 2017-2022.
The timeframe in the initial policy was from 2015-2025.
In the scenarios (after):
In the scenarios (after):
The scenario process helped to expand the timeframe and to
The scenario process helped to expand the timeframe and to
consider developments until 2045. There was no explicit
consider developments until 2050. There was no explicit
expansion in terms of processes playing out on different
expansion in terms of processes playing out on different
timescales or fast and slow variables.
timescales or fast and slow variables.
Change in framing:
Change in framing:
The participatory scenario planning processes led to the
The participatory scenario planning processes led to the
consideration of the longer term, considering both short-term
consideration of the longer term, considering both short-term
and longer-term drivers. However, the interplay between drivers
and longer-term drivers. However, the interplay between drivers at
at different timescales was less pronounced.
different timescales was less pronounced.

In the case of the Tanzanian NEP, we observed much less
broadening in terms of framing of drivers. The participatory
scenario planning process prompted the consideration of
additional environmental, societal, economic, technological, and
political developments that might occur (e.g., economic and
political integration of East Africa, a growing middle class, widely
available new technologies, or increased inequality). However, the
initial policy stated that “current and potential future
environmental challenges may evolve over time” (United Republic
of Tanzania 2014:8), so its initial framing was already relatively
broad. The original policy also recognized drivers at multiple

levels, from the local to the global. The participatory scenario
planning process helped to identify a number of new drivers to
the conversation, especially in terms of political dimensions, such
as increased awareness and political engagement of the general
population, and increased influence of national and international
lobby groups. Examples of this include:
In addition, these telecommunication technologies
provided new advertising channels, accessible for small
entrepreneurs as well. A positive effect of this has been
increased awareness throughout the population. This
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proves to be an important instrument for combatting
corruption. (Muchunguzi et al. 2015:41);
International NGOs and CSOs lobby the government to
include training of people in rural activities
(Muchunguzi et al. 2015:49).
Dimension 3: for whom?
Again, when analyzing the contribution of participatory scenario
planning to the dimension ‘for whom,’ differences between the
two cases were observed. In the case of the Rwandan LMP, the
scenario process helped to move from an initial governmentfocused top-down framing toward one in which entrepreneurs
were acknowledged as actors actively driving the sector, as
exemplified by this quote:
The “Made in Rwanda” program, instigated by
Rwanda’s private sector, has been generally successful in
creating a business-friendly atmosphere with improved
public private partnerships and the promotion of value
addition and locally made products (Kiker et al. 2020:9).
The initial LMP predominantly focused on pushing the Rwandan
economy as a whole, with the logic being that this growth would
contribute to eradicating poverty:
the livestock sector of Rwanda provides major
opportunities to increase further its contribution to
economic growth [...] while improving incomes to reduce
poverty (ILRI and MINAGRI 2017:8).
As a result of the participatory scenario planning process, this
shifted to a framing in which entrepreneurs within the sector are
regarded as autonomous agents and citizens and their concerns
are considered. However, some scenarios depict Rwanda as a
country focused on GDP growth, and this aligns to a large degree
to the objectives of the policy; entrepreneurs are regarded as the
prime beneficiaries of the policy, while other actors are neglected
to an extent. In addition, needs and concerns of Rwanda’s general
population were introduced into the conversation, instead of a
one-sided focus on government’s objectives (Kiker et al. 2020).
Interestingly, we observed more or less the opposite in the
Tanzanian NEP case. The initial framing in the policy was one of
inclusive governance, promoting multi-stakeholder partnerships
to address the issues described in the policy:
The future agricultural and industrial processes are
projected to be resource and energy efficient, low in water
and carbon, low in emissions and pollution, low in loss of
biodiversity and ecosystems, and socially inclusive
(United Republic of Tanzania 2014:41);
Public-private partnership is essential for fund raising
where by their inclusion in budgeting plan and decision
making is critical for resource mobilization specifically
in environmental management plan and strategies
(United Republic of Tanzania 2014:74).
However, some of the scenarios pointed toward the possibility of
the government acting in opposite ways; being inactive or
becoming more authoritarian and even gagging civil society:
[...] the poor will have protests due to the high food prices
as well as abusive human rights. To address this the

government will employ use of excessive force as well as
attempts to gag the civil society through banning some
of the organizations and freezing their funding especially
resources coming from abroad (Muchunguzi et al. 2015:36).
This encouraged promoting even more active involvement of nongovernmental actors as an “insurance” against authoritarian rule,
i.e., “this pushes civil society, bolstered by international support,
into a demand for radical change in governance” (Muchunguzi
et al. 2015:32). It also prompted the importance of involving the
private sector in solving certain environmental problems:
Only the private sector, which is amassing huge resources,
will be able to effectively handle waste management both
in the industries and home (Muchunguzi et al. 2015:36).
Dimension 4: over what timeframe?
Considering the contribution of participatory scenario planning
to the dimension ‘over what timeframe,’ we observed less of a
difference between the two cases we analyzed. In both cases, the
scenario process helped to open up the time scope and take into
consideration longer-term future developments and uncertainty.
Both the Rwandan LMP and the Tanzanian NEP initially took
into consideration a timeframe up to a decade (2017-2025 and
2015-2025, respectively). The scenario process contributed greatly
to expanding the timeframe, prompting consideration of
developments up till 2050, as exemplified by these quotes from
the Rwanda and the Tanzania scenarios, respectively:
Now, twenty years later (in 2045), we may appear as a
herd from the outside but the “old school” nationalist
mindset actually persists and everyone - individuals,
countries, have to fend for themselves. (Kiker et al. 2020:12);
Because of pro-active governance, different types of
agricultural production have been made more climate
resilient. Climatic shocks or unpredicted events have
increased, but by 2040-50 most farmers are better
prepared to cope with these (Muchunguzi et al. 2015:41).
The interplay between drivers at different timescales was, however,
less pronounced.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We investigated how participatory scenario planning contributes
to system and problem framing. We did so by analyzing two
scenario-guided policy formulation processes in East-Africa
facilitated by the CCAFS Scenarios Project. On the whole, we
concluded that participatory scenario planning contributes to all
four dimensions we used to operationalize system and problem
framing, i.e., ‘of what?,’ ‘to what?,’ ‘for whom?,’ and ‘over what
timeframe?’. We saw that participatory scenario planning
primarily contributed to the dimension “to what?“ in the two cases
we analyzed, in terms of identifying additional drivers impacting
the system, both in the short and longer term. As several of these
additional drivers were perceived as threats to the system, or
problems, we concluded participatory scenario planning
contributed to problem framing. It helped to articulate
interrelatedness of different drivers, or problems, related to the
focus theme of the policy as well. We also observed that the extent
to which it contributed to problem framing very much depended
on the initial scope of the policy. In the case of the Tanzanian
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New Environmental Policy, which already had a very broad scope,
we saw a more limited contribution in terms of system or problem
reframing. It also contributed to the dimension ‘of what?’: in the
case of the Rwanda LMP, a significant inclusion of context was
observed, from solely focusing on the livestock sector, to
considering the sector as embedded in the larger Rwandan, or
even international economy. To a lesser degree, it also helped to
articulate the role of societal and cultural aspects, such as actor
perspectives and values. Importantly, participatory scenario
planning led to greater consideration of connectedness of the
focus system (the livestock system) with other systems such as
natural ecosystems and society, thereby encouraging systems
thinking. This corresponds with existing literature on scenarios
and systems thinking. Chermack (2004a:27), for instance, argued
that “scenarios and scenario planning can be viewed as systems”
and can therefore articulate the characteristics and properties of
systems very well, not least because system theory is an important
and foundational theory for scenarios and scenario planning.
We also saw improvements regarding the dimension “for whom,”
albeit to a lesser degree. This can be attributed to the way the
scenario process was organized in terms of participants that were
invited. In both cases, the objective was to make the process as
inclusive as possible, but due to dependence on governments’
willingness and networks, both scenario processes were
dominated by governmental actors. It is, however, important to
note that the dimension “for whom?” not only refers to who is
participating in the scenario process, but also applies to who are
affected, have interests, and therefore should be involved in the
broader governance processes.
We observed that the initial policy framing determined to a large
extent how participatory scenario planning contributed to system
and problem framing. In the Rwandan case, the scenario process
helped to reframe the role of actors: actors in livestock value
chains were attributed more agency as a result of the process. In
the Tanzanian case, which was initially framed in a rather inclusive
way, the possibility of a situation with a more autocratic
government and less autonomy and influence of non-state actors
was brought to the table. This can be considered a broadening of
the framing, as the initial policy did not take this into account.
So, in short, participatory scenario planning has the potential to
contribute to the “for whom?” dimension, but this very much
depends on the way the scenario process is organized. If organized
in an inclusive way, through involvement of a diverse range of
stakeholders, and by considering their interests and concerns and
utilizing their knowledge and expertise, it can add to efficacy,
legitimacy, and analytical rigor of governance.
With regard to the “for whom?” dimension, it is important to note
that generally, within the CCAFS program, the objective is to
involve governments, investors, non-governmental organizations
(the so-called “next users”) and, importantly, representatives of
the final beneficiaries who ought to benefit from the impact
generated by the science-policy engagement process (Dinesh et
al. 2018). However, in practice this is not always possible due to
a variety of reasons. As a result, the reframing resulting from a
participatory scenario planning process does not always reflect a
“good” reframing, i.e., an inclusive one.
Looking at the “over what timeframe?” dimension, we observed
clear improvements when it comes to the time horizon considered

in the policy process, as the scenario process helped to incorporate
a long-term perspective. Moreover, by exploring multiple
plausible scenarios, future uncertainty was acknowledged and
taken into account explicitly in the policy process. However, SES
processes taking place on different timescales and their interplay
were less pronounced in the process.
We did not explicitly focus on a fifth dimension that might be
useful: the spatial or geographical dimension. We argue that this
dimension is partially addressed in the “of what?” dimension,
which refers to the system of interest, and also entails its
geographical location and scope. It would, however, be an
interesting next step in this line of research to explicitly focus on
the role of participatory scenario planning in the spatial
dimension of system and problem framing.
In addition, we did not analyze the new policy documents because
we decided to focus on the changes in framing brought about by
the scenario planning process. In the Tanzanian case, the
finalization of the policy was an internal process on which the
government did not provide much transparency. In the Rwandan
case, in which the policy formulation process was already in the
final stages, the lessons from the participatory scenario process
are to be utilized in ongoing and future policy processes and
during implementation of the LMP. The timeframe and political
nature of the processes complicated analysis of how the insights
from the participatory scenario process ultimately translated into
new policies. An important next step in this research will be to
compare scenario-guided policy formulation processes that
produced explicit policy outcomes with processes that did not
lead to clear outcomes. This way, one could identify potential
relationships between the extent to which the scenario process
contributed to a change in system and problem framing, and how
this is translated into actual policy.
Furthermore, we conclude that the extent to which participatory
scenario planning contributes to system and problem framing of
a policy very much depends on the initial framing of the policy.
In the case of the Rwanda LMP, which had a narrow focus on the
livestock sector, we observed a much bigger contribution to
widening the scope of the framing than in the case of the Tanzania
NEP, which initially already had a more holistic framing. We also
saw that because of the initial policy perspective, the scenario
process can be hijacked: this is what happened in the Rwandan
LMP case when reviewing the LMP using the “Herd of Zebra”
scenario. This particular scenario depicts a future world that
corresponds to a large degree with the economic framing of the
LMP. Interestingly, it reinforced some of the aspects of the LMP
that could be considered problematic.
We argue that this is mainly due to the way the scenario process
was set up, and the way the scenarios were developed.
Participatory scenario planning processes could be designed in
such a way that they more explicitly address questions about who
is involved in or contributing to the decision-making process.
Moreover, explicit questions about who is benefitting and who is
affected negatively by the plan or policy under review can be
asked. Furthermore, the scenario sets that were developed under
the CCAFS Scenarios Project have a strong focus on contextual
developments, thus emphasizing the “to what?” dimension.
Explicit questions pertaining to the “for whom?” dimension and
some aspects of the “over what timeframe?” dimension, i.e., fast
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and slow variables and their interplay, can be incorporated in a
more articulated way in the development of the scenarios.
It is important to remark that effective science-policy engagement,
and therefore participatory scenario planning, relies on a number
of conditions, including shared understanding of goals,
recognition of different stakeholder perspectives, protected
spaces for joint knowledge production, and appropriate resources,
both financial and methodological, to support these (Hegger et
al. 2012, Dinesh et al. 2018). Even if these conditions are favorable,
a number of additional challenges can occur, such as trade-offs
between available time and resources and quality of the process
and all kinds of organizational and institutional challenges.
Furthermore, a shift from traditional state-centric governance to
an approach that includes non-state actors, as is the case in both
scenario processes we analyzed, makes science-policy engagement
more complex because of a distribution of power among many
societal actors (Meadowcroft 2007, Dinesh et al. 2018).
Moreover, we should take note that the effects of stakeholder
participation are not undisputed, as opposed to Stirling’s (1999)
argument that stakeholder participation can enhance analytical
rigor, several scholars have stressed that these effects are
ambiguous, and that there are potential trade-offs between
inclusiveness and analytical depth. For example, stakeholders
who have been involved in decision making for a longer time often
still have more influence than newer, less powerful stakeholders
(Bulkeley and Mol 2003). In addition, it has been disputed that
stakeholder participation contributes to higher legitimacy and
inclusiveness of decision-making processes per se (Dietz and Stern
2008, Lange et al. 2013, Young et al. 2013, Newig et al. 2018).
Another potential counterproductive effect is that involving
multiple stakeholders increases the complexity of decision
making, potentially leading to delays or deadlocks (Beierle and
Cayford 2002). Moreover, the actual impact, in terms of more
effective policies of participatory environmental governance
processes, remains disputed (Newig and Fritsch 2009, Gerlak et
al. 2013, Young et al. 2013). Although in general, participation is
thought to have a positive effect on environmental governance
outcomes, further research is needed to identify the mechanisms
through which participation may lead to improved governance
outcomes (Jager et al. 2020).
When looking at the broader foresight literature, which includes
participatory scenario planning, we see that much has been
written on its potential to elicit systems thinking (Barker and
Smith 1995, Martin and Johnston 1999, Chermack 2004b,
Zeithaml et al. 2006, Foran et al. 2013, Oteros-Rozas et al. 2015),
to help connect stakeholder perspectives (Barker and Smith 1995,
Cuhls 2003, Mietzner and Reger 2005), to help make explicit and
question underlying cultural or individual assumptions of how
the world works (Wack 1985b, Korte and Chermack 2007), and
to enhance dialogue (Barker and Smith 1995, Martin 1995,
Martin and Johnston 1999, Chermack 2004b, Mietzner and Reger
2005, Foran et al. 2013). However, work explicitly examining the
contribution of foresight, or more specifically scenario planning,
to system and problem framing has not been conducted to this
point. Helfgott (2018) suggested that scenarios can be used to
engage with the ‘to what?’ dimension of system resilience. We
build on this work by Helfgott and others by demonstrating in
practice exactly how participatory scenario planning can lead to

broadened system and problem framing. As such, it also adds
insight to scholarship on participatory problem framing, more
specifically to what Dewulf et al. (2009, 2012) referred to as
interactional issue framing. It also links to work on scenarios
functioning as boundary objects enabling dialogue between
different actor groups with different backgrounds and knowledge
(e.g., Lang and Ramírez 2017, Hajer and Pelzer 2018).
Furthermore, our findings provide an important contribution to
the literature on participatory scenario planning applied in SES
contexts, which sometimes touches upon system and problem
framing, but has not explicitly examined the link with scenarios
(e.g., Peterson et al. 2003, Kok et al. 2007, Vervoort et al. 2012b).
All in all, we observed that the scenario processes analyzed helped
to make a range of aspects related to systems thinking be
considered in policy formulation. It led to a consideration of
connectedness between the focus system of the policy and other
systems. Moreover, it led to broader problem framing and an
increased sense of interrelatedness of problems. And additionally,
it helped to bring different actor groups with different perspectives
and societal values into the conversation. It greatly contributed
in terms of broadening the time scope and the scope of external
drivers considered. However, the contribution of participatory
scenario planning to the “for whom?” dimension was not as clear.
This can be partially explained by the roots of scenario planning.
On the one hand, it stems from business foresight, in which
performance of companies is central and in which the question
“for whom?” is regarded primarily instrumental. On the other
hand, it has firm roots in environmental assessments, in which
economic and environmental science are dominant; models and
scenarios used in these assessments typically do not incorporate
aspects related to the “for whom?” dimension. However, our
findings show the potential of participatory scenario planning to
make the politics of policy and broader SES governance processes
more explicit by more openly and explicitly addressing the “for
whom?“ dimension. Therefore, we recommend designing
participatory scenario planning processes that make use of the
insights from critical system theory, incorporating questions of
who gets to decide how the system and problems are framed, what
the objective of the policy is, who is supposed to benefit, whose
knowledge and expertise is used, which world views are
represented, and how concerns of marginalized groups are
secured (Churchman 1970, Midgley 1992, Ulrich 1996, Midgley
et al. 1998, Helfgott 2018).

Responses to this article can be read online at:
https://www.ecologyandsociety.org/issues/responses.
php/12665

Data Availability:
All data are made available. The workshop report of the scenarioguided policy review of the Rwanda Livestock Master Plan (Kiker
et al. 2020) can be accessed here: https://osf.io/gr2f6/. The
workshop report of the Scenario-guided policy review of the
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Tanzania National Environmental Policy (Muchunguzi et al. 2015)
can be accessed here: https://osf.io/gs9nk/
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Appendix 1. CCAFS East Africa scenarios

The CCAFS East Africa scenarios were developed during four workshops organized in 2010 and 2011
- 120 stakeholders from Kenya, Tanzania, Ethiopia, Uganda, Rwanda and Burundi, as well as regional
and global actors came together to develop exploratory scenarios with the aim to guide decision-making
processes in the region related to food security, environments and livelihoods. These included farmers’
organizations, policy advisors, regional governance bodies such as the East African Community,
research organizations, regional NGOs, private sector organizations, regional media and civil society
organizations (Vervoort et al. 2013).

The scenarios were developed for the period 2010-2030. Two drivers were considered highly relevant
for future food security, environments and livelihoods in Eastern Africa, but with high levels of
uncertainty attached to them:
▪

Regional integration: Will the countries of Eastern Africa integrate politically and
economically, or will a fragmented status quo be maintained?

▪

Mode of governance: Will governance – the rules, regulations, institutions and processes
affecting the behaviour of individuals and groups – be characterized by a reactive or proactive
stance of governments, the private sector and civil society?

These two drivers were used to structure four scenarios. These are displayed in figure 1, with cartoon
representations by artist Mauvine Were. Here, we provide the summarized scenario narratives, which
were named after animals inhabiting the East-African savannahs.

Figure 1. Cartoon representations of the CCAFS East Africa scenarios (from Vervoort et al. 2013)

Scenario 1: Industrious Ants
This scenario is characterized by the slow but strong economic and political development of East Africa
and proactive government actions to improve regional food security; however, there are costly battles
with corruption and security is fragile as the region has to deal with new international tensions resulting
from its assertion in the global political and economic arena. The region’s focus away from export-only
commercial crops causes some challenges to compete on the global market – and the region’s dedication
on regional self-reliance proves to be challenging when a great drought hits in the early 2020s – though
by that time many state and non-state support structures are in place to help mitigate the worst impacts.
Governments and non-state actors struggle to mitigate the environmental impacts of growing food and
energy production.

Scenario 2: Herd of Zebra
In this scenario, governments and non-state actors are dedicated to a push for development - but mainly
through industry, services, tourism and agriculture for export. In terms of food security, environments
and livelihoods there is limited action. Natural lands decline. East African economies are booming but
the region suffers the consequences of a double vulnerability - to global markets and environmental
change. Only when food insecurity becomes extreme after food import prices skyrocket at the time of
a great drought in the early 2020s are actions taken to govern water resources and invest in climatesmart food production for regional consumption.

Scenario 3: Lone Leopards
In this scenario, regional integration exists only on paper. In reality, governments and non-state actors
are securing their own interests. In terms of food security, environments and livelihoods, the region
initially seems to be heading toward catastrophe. However, after some years many regional state/nonstate partnerships become very pro-active and, unburdened by tight regional regulations and supported
by international relations, are able to achieve some great successes. Unfortunately, this is a hit-and-miss
world because of the lack of coordinated efforts and key problems are ignored. Governments’ inability
to overcome regional disputes and collaborate becomes untenable when a major drought hits in 2020.
This phenomenon pushes civil society, bolstered by international support, to demand radical change in
governments. The change sticks in many cases, and for the better.

Scenario 4: Sleeping Lions
This scenario is all about wasted potential and win-lose games. Governments are reactive and selfinterested – allowing foreign interests free reign in the region. This has devastating consequences for
food security, livelihoods and environments in the region. Conflicts, protests and uprisings are common,

and every time there is the promise of reform, it rarely materializes into any real change. Only at the
very end of the period do the first signs of better governance emerge – but the future is still very
uncertain. With no coordinated efforts to deal with climate impacts, a great drought in the early 2020s
causes massive losses among the region’s poor – and only communities’ adaptive capacity and
resilience, born out of decades of forced self-reliance, informal economies and the ability to share key
knowledge can help mitigate some of the worst effects of this disaster.

